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Eclito:r's

Cc:>:rn.e;r

Some assistance with information relating to tiling and
tilers would be welcomedi
In particular interviews wit�
former tradesmen about their work or significant examples
of the tiler's art would be welcomed.
There must
certainly be buildings which no longer exist which were
noteworthy as regards tiling.
Contributions for our next issue are due by July 25th.
Please keep on sending your advertisements, letters and
other information.
Nigel Lampert

************
Sec:ret�rx's
1,

Ne�s

Tool Sale and Swap - Our First Annual Event.
As you· know on Friday June 28th and Saturday June
29th the HTPA will be holding a Tool Sale and Swap
at · Kensington Primary school,
McCracken street,
Kensington.
Remember: Friday 28th June - 7 pm to 9 pm for MEMBERS ONLY
(No visitors)
Saturday 29th June - 10 am to 2 pm open to Public
Sellers may begin to set up an hour earlier on both
days,
We need as many sellers as possible: even 3 or 4
tools placed on a shared selling table are worthwhile
(Ring Frank Ham or Watson
bringing.
Cutter to book a selling space for either day), As
we expect many keen woodworkers to be present user
tools and parts should sell as well as collectable
items,
Sellers' Information for the Tool Sale
The hall will be open an hour before starting time on
both days so that sellers can set up.
The entrance
will be via the school · driveway,
Mlembers are
requested to bring their membership cards.
Sellers
will be able to bring their cars into the restricted
space near the hall for loading and unloading items
but are particularly asked to Il2..t. drive on the school
oval.
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Secretary's News

(Continued)

If you have folding or trestle tables please bring
them as only a few tables will be available from the
Items should be clearly marked with a
school.
price.
The support of all members is urged on both days as
this is a key club event.
Advertisements will be
placed in the Age and elsewhere to publicise the Tool
Sale and Swap.
Refreshments will
small charge.
2.

be

available on both days

at

a

Working with Wood Show
This will be held at the Royal exhibition Building
from October 17th to October 20th 1991,We have
again been invited to exhibit at this show and have
been allocated a larger area than 1990. This year we
will have a 2.4 metre by 4,2 metre space which will
give us more scope in making an interesting display.
We need, however, to have sufficient members to man
the display for four (4) days for approximately 11
hours daily.
Anyone able to help in planning,
building or manning the display please contact me.
Frank Ham
Secretary

Everyone knows something. No-one knows
everything,
Therefore everyone has
something to learn and something to
learn and something to teach.
Courtesy of Dandenong Woodworkers Club.
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I am still working on final details for our meeting on
September 17th,
It is possible that this date may need
to be altered so that our planned activity can be held.
However, our July 16th meeting remains as planned:July 16th - Meat Market Craft Centre
The
Corner of Blackwood and Courtney Streets - 7.30 pm.
theme for the evening is a show/tell/discussion on
spokeshaves and drawknives.
Please bring your most
interesting examples.
Kees Klep

************
Club

Me�:t in..g

R�pe>rt

- May 1991

On 21st May, clubmember Colin Goldberg provided us with
an enthusiastic and comprehensive history
of,
and
introduction to, the world of woodcarving. His personal
expertise was shown by the samples of his work he, and
his wife Elizabeth, brought with them,
These items
ranged from his "carving horse", to a decorated walking stick with contrasting handle, a carved platypus, an
elephant in huon pine, and a larger than life dollar coin
in precise scale.
Trying as usual to make notes I quickly lost myself in
the historical and technical overview given by Colin to a
rapt audience. Colin introduced his topic with reference
to the "cutting edge" as man's greatest invention, which
even today is totally essential to our modern world.
Carving obviously arose following the "cutting edge", as
it is really the decorative cutting of material, usually
of wood · although ivory and many other materials have
been use d by carvers.
Colin provided a brief history of some notable carvers
including Raphael,
Michaelangelo,
and his apparent
favourite, Grinling Gibbons, who he referred to as the
"price of carvers".
Grinling Gibbons I later found out,
was a celebrated English woodcarver of 1648 to 1721.
He
is variously claimed as having English or Dutch parents.
He clearly showed great talent in his craft and was
employed by Charles 11 who had him carve statuary as well
as ornamental work in wood.
Some of Gibbons best known work includes carving in the
chapel at Windsor, the foliage and festoons in the choir
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at St. Pauls and extensive work in private mansions.
Gibbons chief subjects were birds, flowers, foliage,
fruit and lace.
His work is especially noted for its
It also displayed
detail,
accuracy and delicacy.
ingenuity with many of his flowers moving on their stems
like their natural prototypes when shaken by a breeze.
Gibbons was appointed master carver to George 11 and died
in London on August 3, 1721.
Gibbons apparently also
established a school of decorative carving in England
which survived iuntil the late 1700's,
Colin provided a broad overview of styles through the
These are perhaps best seen by simply looking at
ages.
existing samples of work.
Colin achieved this by using
large photocopies of examples from various periods.
He
referred to the work of the Egyptians and Greeks and then
showed
examples leading through the centuries
and
including the Romans,
Gothic and Norman
examples,
Elizabethan, and later Victorian baroque and rococco
styles.
It is interesting to note that the art of
carving was, like many handcrafts, affected by the
industrial revolution which provided moulding work in
metal and other materials as a substitute for the
original work of carvers.
On the subject of carving tools Colin explained how the
shapes of carving tools such as gouges, parting tools and
spades were repeated in various progressive sizes as well
as in straight form or in bent or curved form with
In essence it sounded rather like the multiples
offsets.
of moulding planes but led, Colin explained, to a total
range of 1200 carving chisels from which to choose,
The
carving chisel as it is today has also apparently
remained unchanged basically over the last few hundred
years.
In concluding, Colin remarked that woodcarvers today were
still at work creating new items as well as also
restoring some work of long forgotten craftsmen.
He
closed by showing how he held and used his chisels and
how each could be stropped and sharpened.
Each of us
could be a woodcarver:
it was simply a matter of degree
as to how good we became.
Nigel Lampert.
References:
Manual of Traditional Wood Carving, Dorer Publications
1977 (reprint of original 1911 Cassell and Company,
London edition)
Enclyclopaedia Britannica, 9th Edition, Adams and Charles
Black, Edinburgh 1898
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Fig. 159.-·Skew Chisel,
Rosewood Handled.

Fig. 118.-Strnlgllt Cblsol,
Rosewood Handled.
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Fig. 60.-Stralgbt Oougo,
Roeowood Ihudlod.

Fig. 61.-Curved aougo,
Rosowood llandlod.
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Fig. 03.-Spoou-\Jlt Gouge (Front
Bent), Rooowood Hnudlod.

Fig. G2.-Spoon·\Jlt Chiaol,
Rooowood llnudlod.
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Fig. G4.-Spoon-\Jit Oougo (Ilnclc
Bout), Rosowoull 11:mdlcd.

Fig. 65.-Straight V Parting Tool,
Rosewood llaudlcd.
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Fig. 66.-Curved V Parting Tool,
Rosewood Handled.
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Fig. SG.-CuLLlng Edges and SecUon1 of Carving Tools.

fie. 407.-· lllorlcrn Convcntlon11l Design for
Dcllowe,

Fig. 408.-Jacobean Design for
Bellows.
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Fig. :1011.-rnnol with Yellow lrlR ns
Motif.

Fig. :JGG.-rnucl wll,h PocL'n N:ucinnus nn
Mom
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Reminiscences of the Early Melbourne Hardware Trade:
The Story of Arthur Marsham as Remembered by Jack
Richards.
Born . in September 1890, Arthur Marsham was a lifelong
hardware man who died at 98 years of age in 1989,
He
made his start via hardware in 1989.
He made his start
via hardware and timber when he joined his uncle's
business, W,J. Vine Pty Ltd, Timber Merchants, of 587
This was apparently near
Canterbury Road Surrey Hills.
the Union road intersection and included a timber mill
and shop. At the age of 19, in 1909, Arthur Marsham went
to Blockey Stone and Co. Pty Ltd of 362 Little Bourke
Street, Melbourne. Blockey Stone were general merchants
with a major emphasis on hardware including tools.
They
sold products such as plywood as well,
Arthur Marsham
soon took charge of the hardware department and in the
course of time eventually bought out Mr Stone and then Hr
Blockey, In about 1960 Mr Marsham in turn sold the
busilness, this time to McEwans the well-known Melbourne
hardware store.
At that time Arthur remembered that he
had · a wide shelf of old trade catalogues which ended up
in the tip,
As the hardware manager Arthur travelled to the United
States and England on buying trips from the early 1920's
on. He recalled visiting Mathieson, Stanley, Sargent and
Disston.
He was adamant that at that time Mathieson had
huge warehouses in Edinburgh and Glasgow but were factors
not manufacturers.
He said that they designed tools to
their specifications and had them made up.
He insisted
that they didn't manufacture.
The firm of Marples,
despite being well-known, was not mentioned by Arthur.
In the U.S. Arthur visited the Disston saw works.
He
remembers an untrained man who had a marvellous skill in
the tempering of saws.
As he edged near retirement
Disston put two men with him to learn these skills, but
either the old man wouldn't show them or the two didn't
learn.
The tempering secret passed on with the old man.
Arthur reported that after the old man's death the sales
of Disston's, especially tempered saws, declined whils't
their opposition, Spear and Jackson, took a larger market
share from that time.
Arthur also reported that Sargent was a huge firm bigger
than Stanley, As with his Mathieson remarks he also said
that in England there was one manufacturer who made nail
bits for all "m�nufacturers",
Having found this out
Arthur bought his stock from this source at half the
price rather than buying branded ones.
it was also
interesting to me that Stanley began to dominate in
Australia due to the quality of their representative.
Although Sargent ·was a bigger manufacturer according to
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Arthur,
Sargent
faded
out simply
because
their
representative was not as effective as that of Stanley.
As regards Melbourne, Arthur could mention the names of
many hardware shops in the city which I had never heard
of. Others I knew such as John Danks, Benny Teare (metal
merchants but also had tools), Chandlers and Tommy Davie,
Davie was the tradesman's shop whilst.James Walker's in
Little Collins Stret near HcKillop Street also had
woodworking tools.
Arthur said that Walker's stocked
Walker's had wooden shelves which
every Starrett item.
reached the 16' to 20 1 ceililng and were serviced by long
movable wooden ladders which were slid along to the
necessary position.
Arthur clearly loved his work and the trades with which
he came into contact.
His standing in the trade is
marked, in part, by his service as representative for the
hardware trade to the Prices Commissioner during the war.
Arthur was, I believe, a respected person in his work and
a man of high integrity.
He loved to talk about his
working life, but also had wide family and social
interests which included music.
He lived in Main Street
Blackburn at the end of his life.
Jack Richards as told to Nigel Lampert.

************

Photographic Display of Hammers at Spotswood Museum
The
Museum of Victoria wishes to photograph
the
following hammers for a display at the new Spotswood
Museum site.
Please refer to "Dictionary of Woodworking
Tools" by R.A. Salaman for pictures of these items:
Ship's hammer
Carpet hammer
Chairmaker's hammer
Coopering and Cooper's hammer
Gardener's hammer
Glazier's hammer
Fruiterer's hammer
Grocer's hammer
Railway hammer
Sawmaker's hammer
Wheelwright's hammer
Hat block maker's hammer
Panel beater's hammer
Plumber's lead hammer
If you can help under these rarities please contact Frank
Ham
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TILING

(P�rt

Nigel Lampert

2):

Wall Til�s

Wall tiles have been a very important form of decoration
historically, They are of an almost unperishable nature,
are rich in .colour, and can produce a splendour of effect
rivalled only by glass mosaics.
Wall tiles date back to
the ancient Egyptians and Assyrians, but it was the
Moslems of Persia who, in the 11th and 12th centuries,
brought this art to great perfection as they used it for
tiling internal walls on a large scale, Some designs are
more geometrical with regular repeats, whilst the more
beautiful compositions are those in which the natural
growth of trees and flowers is imitated.
The branches
and blossoms spread freely over a large surface ocvered
by hundreds of tiles without any repetition.
The tile
work of the Spanish Moors in the 14th century are also
important,
They are very different in style being
designed to suggest or imitate mosaic,
They used
brilliant
enamel colours and intricate
interlacing
geometrical designs to produce a rich effect of relief
and colour.
During the early part of this century wall tiles were
used
extensively
on internal and external
walls,
particularly in public areas, as they had the advantage
of easy cleaning.
Cast iron fireplace inserts were also
commonly decorated with patterned tiles as a primary
decoration,
Both these forms of decoration'are today
only part of the restoration and reproduction industries,

************
References:
Terra-cotta, Faience and Tiling
ICS Reference Library, London 1914
Encyclopaedia Brittannica, 9th Edition,
Adam & Charles Black, Edinburgh, 1898
Architecture, Carpentry and Building, Volume 2,
American Technical Society, Chicago, 1926
Salaman, R.A., Dictionary of Tools
Geo Allen & Unwin, London, 1975
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FAIENCE
CONSTRUCTIONAL AND APPLIED FAIENCE

. M.ANUF.ACTUUE A�D .APPLlCATIO�

Faience.-The word faience was originally applied to
the glazed and richly coloured or enamelled pottery manufactured
at Faenza, one of the chief seats of the ceramic industry in
Italy in the 16th century. It is now, however, applied indiffer
ently to all the various kinds of structural and ornamental
glazed or enamelled earthenware and stoneware used in building,
with the exceptions of glazed or enamelled bricks and sanitary
pottery. Beautiful effects can be obtained with a judicious
use of faience, owing to the large range of ·colours available
and to the soft and rich effects of the covering glaze. The
colour is always bright and permanent, and the surface capable
of being cleaned easily when necessary. Complete structures,
such as the fas:ades o·f buildings, or isolated features such as
fountains, vases, fireplaces, etc., requiring a striking treatment
can be executed appropriately in this material. Faience applied
to architecture may be divided into two classes, constructional
and applied.
. Glaze and Enamel.-Considerable confusion arises from
the indiscriminate use of the terms glaze and enamel, so that the
following distinction will be made here. Both are practically
glass and both may be coloured, but glaze is applied to a trans
parent glass coating and enamel to an opaque. Glazes are
prepared by fusing sand or other silicious material with potash
or soda to form glass. To render glazes more readily fusible
at a lower temperature, oxide of lead is added, producing the
plumbeoi,s, or lead, glazes which, owing to the danger to operatives
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arising from the use of lead oxide, are being replaceJ where
possible by leadless glazes. The addition .of oxide of tin to the
plumbeous glaze produces an opaque white enamel, and both
glaze and enamel are variously coloured by the addition of
metallic oxides.
Constructional Faience.-Constructional faience is practi
cally glazed or enamelled terra-cotta; it is made in block form
and built into the wall. It differs from terra-cotta only in the
nature of the material, the greater care in preparation and
burning, and in the fact that the surface is covered with a trans
parent _glaze or an opaque enamel, generally, but not invariably,
produced by coating terra-cotta that has once been fired with
materials which; on refiring, produce the glaze or enamel.
. Applied Faience.-Applied faience is made in the form of
thin slabs or tiles, which are manufactured by two, principal
methods. The plastic process is used for pieces larger than
12 inches by 9 inches, and is similar to the method adopted
for terra-cotta and constructional faience. The clay is carefully
prepared, worked into a condition resembling putty, and is
then pressed by hand into plaster moulds, embossed or impressed
with the desired pattern. Panels are made thus about ½ inch
thick, and up to 40 inches by 20 inches, with remarkable accuracy.
Applied faience in pieces less than 12 inches by 9 inches is made
by what is known as the dust process, which applies also to the
manufacture of tiles in general. The clay is prepared in a huge
mixing vat, called a bl1111ger, and worked into a liquid condition.
This liquid clay is then passed through a series of sieves of
extreme fineness, and is afterwards brought back to solid form
by being passed through a filter press or by a similar mes;hanical
process. The solid matter is then thoroughly dried, reground
to a state of fine meal-like dust, and sifted, after which it is
slightly moistened and compressed into shape in hollow steel
moulds between two dies by means of a powerful screw. The
tile press by which this operation is performed is shown· in part
in Fig. 8, with the customary accessories : a is the dust clay ;
b, _the metal box in which the tiles are pressed ; c, the plunger
which descends on the dust clay in the mould, exerting great
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pressure; d, the_ metal die, which is inserted in the box to impress
. the ornament on the tile. When the tile is taken out, it is quite
solid, as shown at e, and can be easily handled. It is then
dressed, or �rimmed, as required, and dried very carefully for
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some days, after which it is burnf to the .state called bisque.
The tiles are then dipped , or otherwise coated, with a white or
coloured glaze or cnam�l, and rcfircd, the result being n glossy
surface
of the desired colour.
.
.
.

Faience in Decorntion.-Fig. 9 illustrates the· use of
applied faience in the decoration of an interior wall surface by
means of tiles forming a moulded plinth a, dado b, moulded dado·
capping c, .and panel mould d enclosing a panel of plain tiles e.
The whole is, surmounted by a cornice /. The scheme cou_ld be
carried out in many _different way!i, so far as colour is concerned,
to harmonize with _the design of the remainder of the building
in which the finishing is placed. In Fig. 10 is shown ahother
example .of a·pplied faience. This is somewhat more elaborate
than: the example given in Fig. 9. The plinth a is moulded as
before, but· is made in t�vo heights, while the dado b is decorated
with panels of embossed tiles, giving relief to the plain tile
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border and filling to same. The dado capping c consists of two
moulded memuers filled in between \\'ith decorated tiles, which
could be either embossed or plain, at the pleasure of the designer.
The general wall face d above the dado is filled in as shown
with plain and embossed tiles, gi\'ing a \'ery pleasing effect,
anc.l the whole wall-face is fmished with the capping e, frieze g,
and moulded cornice/. The frieze, as \\'ill be seen, is somewhat
elaborate in treatment, but yet docs not look ·hea\'y when
considered in conjunction \\'ith the plain \\'all-face beneath.
,:. Faience With Non-Reflective Glaze.-Owing to the
objection frequently urged against architectural full-gla1.c<l
faience, that it obliterates the design by reflection, a ceramic
material is now in great use, which is not strictly to he dasse<l
with either terra-cotta or (aience, but belongs perhaps more
properly to the latter. This material is finished with a <lu.11
semi-glaze, variously described as cg�-slidl or 111all glaze, and is
shown in the chief market forms called Carrara ware and i\lanno
terra-cotta. These arc hard-lire<l stoneware that arc coaled,
while still in an unlired condition, or clay stale, with an opaque
enamel, and both body and enamel arc brought to completion in
the one firing at a very high temperature. This type of faiencc
can be obtained in a large range of colours; the general practice
of architects who have used the material nwst successfully,
however, has been to design their buildings principally in the
white or cream ware, resembling uncoloured marble, and to rely
on brilliant colour in special situations where its use will be
•
most effecth·e.
Fig. 11 illustrates an excellent example of the use of the
special type of faience just referred to. In this fac;ade-, which is
the street front of a restaurant in London, the architect has
emphasi,,ed the plastic character of. the material, the detail being
characleri1.ed by great originality. The general treatment uf
this fa�ac.le, anc.l the happy inlroc.luction of brilliant colour and
high relief in the medallions, which are reminiscent of the splendid
ceramic productions of the Della Robbia family in Italy, make
this building full of suggestion for the legitimate and effective
use of ceramic material in architecture.
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Letters

to

the

Edit�r

Unusual Birthday Pre sents:
Richard Davidson, Melton Victoria
I was recently -faced with the problem of finding suitable
presents for people who fall into the fortunate category
The first
of "not· lacking in creature comforts".
occasion was a 50th birthday celebration of a colleague,
and the second an annual luncheon that has become
something of a pilgrimage on account of the wines served
with the meal.
In both cases, the solution was a
moulding plane, together with a brief description of the
plane and its use, and a copy of the Newsletter article
The birthday present was acclaimed
on moulding'planes.
as the ultimate in unusual presents, and is to be mounted
for display.
The second plane was received with delight
by the lady to whom it was presented, It turned out that
· she was not only doing furniture restoration (which I
knew) 'but she has been studying the traditional furniture
making and finishing methods (which I didn't know) so the
plane and its history was a very appropriate and unusual
gift.

************
CAINE

TOOL

COLLECTION - Doug Hciver

A key objective of Thomas Caine's was
should be displayed to the public.

that

his

tools

Until recently a variety of obstacles have prevented us
from meeting this apparently simple goal.
However, a
fair sampling of his tools were displayed for the first
time at Gulf Station during Heritage week, April 7 to 14.
The display was set up in the barn, which is quite a good
location - about 10 by 5 metres, under cover and able to
be locked. We set up the display on the first Sunday and
it was available to the public for the whole of Heritage
week.
The display included three display cases of tools, and
another
with old tool catalogues,
Thomas
Caine's
workbench and his large tool box, a pedal lathe and the
and
There were a number of planes
ped�l lathe.
spokeshaves on the bench for the visitors �" h•"�'- -- '
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Caine Tool Collection

(Continued)

use.
There were posters on the walls, and a display
the
stand showing information about Thomas
Caine,
collection, and the HTPA,
The last day, April 14, was the Gulf Station Pioneer
Skills Festival and the attendance was very good - there
was a good crowd of people flowing through the display
On that day Kees Klep
was
throughout
the day,
demonstrating the pedal lathe, and there was always an
interested group watching,
I think we are justified in being quite proud of our
first display of Thomas Caine•s tools, but as usual we
are also able to look critically at the result of our
efforts, and plan to improve the quality of our future
displays.
For example, we can see the need for vertical
display cases - we have now developed a design fpr such a
display case and Roy Fuller is making two of t�em.
We
also recognise the need to be able to learn something
from the displayed tools and associated information.
Transport of the larger items is a significant problem.
The workbench and the toolbox are so big and heavy that
moving them is a major task.
The toolbox can ·be emptied
to make the task easier, but the workbench top is
basically a single piece of oregon about 4 inches thick,
and remains a problem.
To make the transport of the
display cases easier, Keith Sutherland suggested the use
of a simple cabinet which would take the display cases
He has now made such a transport
like large drawers.
case, and it has indeed proved valuable for both the
transport and the storage of the display cases.
Finally I would like to thank all the members who
contributed time and effort to make the Gulf Station
display a success, and in particular to thank Roy·Fuller
and Keith Sutherland for their work in making the new
display cases, and the transport case.

************
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I:n.t�:resting
Sometimes a tool is interesting because it is rare or has
On other occasions it is
been found in an unusual way.
interesting because it is a particularly pleasing and
useful item.
My find was the latter.
It is a small,
traditional wooden bullnose plane with sufficient of its
original 1 1/4" width Thomas Ibbotsen cutter left to make
it fully functional.
Being rather small at an overall
length of 3 7/8", it fits extremely comfortably into the
user's hand and is certainly one of the smallest planes I
have seen.
It is further pleasing because it is clearly
marked both with a maker's as well as an owner's name. Of
obviously English make in style, this is confirmed by the
name J. Gleave which is vertically marked in an incuse
style on one side of the toe above the brass plate which
reinforces the bullnose.
Joseph Gleave worked at a
number of Manchester locations between 1832 and 1868.
Again from a user's viewpoint this is a sweet tool with a
fine mouth which can reach within an 1/8" of a given
corner or stop.
A slight mystery relates to the owner's
name which is vertically stamped on the other toe as well
as on the end of the plane.
It is clearly marked as A
WOOD, but I wonder what the christian name was.
This

charming tool was found by accident and actually
to me.
In quite dirty condition it made me think
of the debate about cleaning or not cleaning old tools.

given

Personally, I had no qualms about returning it to
sort of usable condition I'm sure it must have been
when in regular use.
Plane, Bullnose Fir. 4J7
The planes in this Jl"OUP are made in wood or metal,
with the culling iron set close to the toe end of the :
stoclc which measures about 3-6 in long and I¼ in
wide. The iron is sin1le, square, and often bedded at a
low angle. Used for fittina. clcanin1 up small rebates,
chamfers. etc. The very short sole in front of the
cuuin1 iron enables it to remove shavings close to a
comer or stop.

(a) Woodtn txamplt1

Early examples are coffin-shaped. rn one type the toe
end of the s1oclc slopes forward 10 overhan& the sole
and is reinforced by a thin wooden or metal plate; in
anolher, the toe slopes baclcwuds and Is also fined
with a metal plate.

the
in,

Reference:
R.A. Salaman
Dictionary of
Woodworking Tools,
Unwin Hyman,
London, revised
edition 1989
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1.

Recently a club member brought a small die stock
It was
about 6 inches long to a club meeting.
marked GBM Melb.
Does anyone have any information
on this brand?

2.

Falcon/Pope Planes
Following the historical information about these
planes in Newsletter (Volume 2, No.5, October 1990)
request has been made to include catalogue
a
information.
The only one available follows. If a
member has a full catalogue information and copy for
inclusion in a later Newsletter it would be be
gratefully received.
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"FALCON" (Reg d.)
"F.lco n" quelity "•nd to ol, h•v• .l, e •dy ,ch;e ve d • pl•c• of dhtiriclio11 in
h•rdwtre ci,du. They h•"• quidly e nfle d re1pecl for the ir qvalil y of "'o,\
mtn1l,lp end ep p•er•nce. both of which comp•r• f,,..ourebly -,ifh prewiou,ly
6cc:epfod \l,ndud1-lodey th.,, is co baller lnown or fa,,ourably ugerd,d tool
th•n the "f•lcon '' brood.
Allhou5h "Falco11 •• tool, cod r.o more then other b,end,. the y ,,, buill
lo U1e J;i g ftut pouible 1hnd,rd of quelif y, e ftd have beco me the tudum•n',
cho1ca.. Evuy ,,Hele ia con1fruct,d from only 1p1cili,d mat,,i,1 1 of hig h,,t
quelity, end is 1ubj1ct1d lo ri g id control du,in 9 lh, procu1 of mer",fecluro.
Eoch ;, clo1oly _lo1poclod holore 1hipmool, en1u,ln9 roli•bilily •nd dopood.bilily
during the ,e,.. ice (o, which if w.. de1i 9ntd.
PHlicip•I• In tho h•oelil,· ol tho cu1fomo,---9oodw:II which "f•lcon" tool,
crtefe .

CARPENTERS' PLANES
"felcon " Plent'I e re menufecfuttd 1n Smoot!,. J e e\. Fore .end J oi n ht mod e l,.
lo which hu bu� .ddod No, F220 Bloc\ Plue.
Only the r.no1I 9roy i,on culin91 •re u1od, with lidos •nd hollom, m•chlnod
1moolh •nd l,ue. The now femou1 "Falcon•• bluf e i, menul eclu,ed 011,f y ltom
ulocled highul 9r•do lool ,tool, 1ub1oquoally tomporod h'y • procou dovolopod
only In roconl yun, Eoch bl•de 11 l•bor•loty luted lo on,u,o th•I lho ko..
cutting ed 9t ptod"ced will b e maint eined du,i ng ha,cl ltt•ice .

SMOOTH PLANES
c.t.loguo
No.
fi

F-41

Siae

(19S,0lJ

Leoglh 9•, Culler 2•

(195.04)

Longlh I o·, Cull or 21"

c .. ,ton
ooly
ooly

Cu• Loh
Cubic
Qty.
2 dor.
2 do,.

2' ,.
]',.

JACK PLANES
c.t.logue
No.
F5

( 195.06)

· F5I ( 195.07)

Si,e
Loo9th t4·. Culto, 2"
Loogth IS", Culler 21"

.Cerlon

Cu• Loh
Cubic
Qty.

only ·'

2 dot,

ooly

I dor.

l' 10·

2' 9•

FORE PLANE
c.1.lo9ue
No.

-F6

I 19s.oa1

Sire

c�,toft

Looglh 11", Cullo, 21"

I oaly

c.,.

Qty.

I dor.

Lois
Cubic
)'

2:

JOINTER PLANES
c.t.logue
No.
F7

( 19S.09)

She
leogd, 22", Cull•• 2j"

c.,toa
I ooly

Cau Loh
Qty.
Cubic
I doa,

)' 10·
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BLOCK PLANE-Adjustable
body is accurately machined and finished lrom high grade grey iron
casting. Culler is adjustable by means oF a steel screw. Finished in
blad baled enamel and supplied with beautifully polished wood knob.
Catalogue
No.

F220

Siie
Length

7".

Carlon

Culler

I

r

I only

Case
Qty.
Cubic
J doL

"FALCON" SPOKESHAVE
A high 'luality tradesman"s tool. Body is made from highest <iuality
grey iron casting and finished in black baked wrinkle enamel. Blades are
finished from finest tool steel and suitably hardened and tempered to
ensure maximum edge liFe. Culler is easily adjusted without use of
saewdriver.
Supplied in two models, each 10 inches long with culler
wide.
Carlon

Catalogue
No.

Type

FISI

Flat Face

6 only

Round Face

6 only

FISIR

21

inches

Casa Lots
Cubic

Qty.

12
12

dot.
do,..

2' 8"
2' 8"

"FALCON" HAND DRILL
A precision manufaclured tradesman's drill built for rugged service.
All-steel chuck with spring controUed self-centring chuck jaws for accurate
drilling. Slurdy heavy duty double pinion drive.
Large comfortable handle and detachable side knob.
from selected timber.:_beaulifully polished.
Allraclively finished.

Constructed

Lools what it is-a drill for the tradesman,

Is supplied in waxed paper envelope for proleclion, and separately
packed in an allraclive carton.
Catalogue
No.

157-01

Capacity

Carlon

¼"

I only

. Case Lois
Qty.
Cubic
J doL

3' I"
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(Regd.} MULTI-GRIP PLIERS

Another qualify product conslrucled from chrome-vanadium forged
steel, with machin.e-cut jaws.
Hardened steel wlar-resisling rivet.
Cadmium-plated and singly packed in an attractive carton.
Site

Carlon

10", Jaw Capacity 0-1¾''

I dot.

Catalogue
No.
154-01

Case Lots
Cubic
Q ly.

2' I"

18 dot.

"HANDIKIT" (Regd.} SPANNER SETS
Although l�ey do not form part of the "Falcon" range, these
pressed metal spanner sets have proved a highly popular and demanded
item because of the quality or workmanship and serviceability, coupled
with low price. Manufactured only from specified high quality sleelheal-lrealed aFter .manufacture.
Cadmium-plated and supplied in sets or five spanners, S.A.E. and
Whitworth.
Shortly lo be supplied with metal retaining clip, as illuslraled.
Catalogue
No.

Site

Carlon

53-01

S.A.E.

6 only

Case lots
Cubic
Qty.
12 dot.

I

I

3"

Comprising lhe following individual sizes:Sl-01-01
53-01-02
Sl-01-03 \
Sl-01.04

1/4" • 5/16"
l/8" • 7/16"
1/2" • 9/16"

53-01-05

7/8" 1 I•

5/8" • 3/4"

Catalogue
No.

Sin

Carton

C,ue lots
Cubic
Qty.

53-02

Whitworth

l, only

12 dot.

Comprising the following individual sizes:53-02-01

1/16 • • 3/32"

Sl-02.02

l/32" • 1/1"

53-02-03

3/16" • 1/4.

53-02-04

S/16" • 3/a"

53-02-05

7/16" • 1/2"

I' 3"
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*

Wanted: Usable carving chisels preferably Addis.
Will either buy or swap.
Contact Colin Goldberg

*

Wanted: Frog for Bedrock No.602 or even one to take a
casting from.
Contact Nigel Lampert

*

Wanted: Edward Preston tools to buy or possible swap.
Contact Bill Strid, 39 Arapito Road, Titirangi,
Auckland New Zealand. Phone (09) 817 5021

*

Wanted to Buy or Swap:
- Adjustable throat (i.e. moveable portion of bottom)
for Stanley No,19 block plane.
Cutters for Stanley No.27 - 2 1/8"
Stanley No.39 - 3/8"
Stanley No.40 - l 1/2"
Lever cap with screw for Stanley No.95
Contact Frank Ham

*

251b Mallet - Yes, a twenty-five pound mallet. About
36 inches long overall, with a turned redgum head 7
inches in diameter at the widest part;
The head
tapers to about 5 inches at each striking face.
Each
striking face is bound by an iron ring half an inch
thick by one and a half inches wide.
It was made as a "foreigner" at Vickers Ruwolt in
Abbotsford during the 1950's, It was used for driving
wedges to split timber the maker was felling at the
weekends. He wasn't a big man!
Contact Doug Mciver

*

For Sale:
Stanley 212 scraper plane in as new
condition and apparently unused,
Offers are invited:
either cash or Mathieson tools in good + condition or
Mathieson trade catalogues. (One of these planes sold
in U.K. in 1989 in similar condition for #820.)
Contact John McDonald

*

Wanted:
Any old trade catalogues relating to woodworking.
Contact Nigel Lampert

President
Watson Cutter
Secretary
Frank Ham
Treasurer/Membership
Ian McIntosh
National Trust Caine Tool Sub-Committee
Doug Mciver (Chairman)
Frank Ham
Kees Klep
Nigel Lampert
Program Director
Kees Klep
Newsletter Editor
Nigel Lampert
Librarian
Kees Klep
Club Tool Curator
Keith Sutherland
Display Co-ordinator
Tony Derrett
Catering
Ben Rasalam

